Product Descriptions
5x 3DS Red & Silver Stylus Retractable Metal Touch Pen for Nintendo – New
Brand new and waiting for YOU!
Small for the pocket. Big for the gaming.
Don’t buy a boring, standard gaming stylus.
Get a really cool, chrome plated RETRACTABLE touch pen instead!!
Demand precision gaming… it does exactly what you want it to do.
This tough little beauty will enable you to get maximum enjoyment from your Nintendo 3DS whilst protecting
your screen from nasty finger smudges.
Not only that, because you can make it so small, it fits perfectly in a wallet, travel card holder or tiny pocket
without breaking.
Convenient? You bet… it slots seamlessly into your game console, so it always has a home.
When you need it, just whip it out, expand it, and you’re ready to rock and roll.
It becomes the perfect length for getting down to business.
Don’t have a Nintendo? Buy it any way… it’s fun to just retract and expand.
In fact, it’s totally therapeutic.
Here’s why you absolutely have to have it:












Super tough… Made from metal
Expanded length: 13cm / 5.20”
Retracted length: 9.5cm / 3.75”
You get 5 of them… Be nice, give some to your friends
Brilliantly convenient … Small pockets, wallets… or stick it behind your ear
Slots seamlessly into your games console
Vibrant colour… Paint your nails to match
Accurate pin-point precision… Just what a serious gamer needs!
Protects your screen from nasty smudges… Be clean
Great thing just to fiddle with… Keeps you calm :-)
Cool design… Ooh, look at you :o)

All this for just £1.79 with FREE P&P. That’s only .36p each.

3 Black Touch Stylus Pens for Nintendo 3DS XL LL Rigid Plastic
Brand new and waiting for YOU!
Super tough. Super accurate. The ultimate gaming stylus.
Say goodbye to broken styluses. This is one of the toughest, most durable stylus pens you’ll ever lay your
gaming-mad hands on!
There’s no compromise on performance. You touch the screen with it and it responds, every time. Plus, it
keeps your phone free from smudges and scratches.
Not only that, it fits perfectly into the back of your console. You won’t lose it.
Here’s why you absolutely have to have it:









Super-tough… Rigid plastic
Length: 8cm / 3.80”… Perfect
You get 3 of them… Be nice, give one to a friend
Brilliantly convenient … Fits in back of the console
Great colour
Accurate pin-point precision… For serious gaming
Protects your screen from nasty smudges… Be clean

All this for just £1.29 with FREE P&P. That’s only .43p each.

Tempered Glass Screen Protector
Harder Than Steel.
Not to be confused with standard light-weight ‘film’ screen protectors.
If you want the ultimate protection for your phone’s/tablet’s screen, this is about as tough as it gets.
It’s made from reinforced chemically treated, tempered glass and effortlessly withstands: knocks, scratches,
hard-impact, heat and chemicals in a way that no other protector on the market can match.
Just 0.4mm thick, the outstanding qualities of this product ensure that your screen remains effortlessly smooth
and responsive when in use and is 3 times stronger than PET layer technology.
It’s super-safe with anti-shatter glass, which means there’ll be no nasty cuts or splinters if the worst should
happen.
It’s incredibly resilient to smudges, makes cleaning a joy and actually improves your screen’s visibility. You’ll
love the finish that the glass provides.










Clearer than ‘standard’ screen protectors
Glass surface tougher than steel
Vastly reduces smudging and fingerprints
Shock-proof, anti-scratch and oil resistant
Increased visibility
Enhanced safety with anti-shatter glass
Easy to apply and remove
Added protection against heat and chemical exposure
Just 0.4mm thick

What you get






1 x tempered glass screen protector
2 x home buttons
1 x micro fibre cleaning cloth
1 x alcohol wipe / cleaner
1 x Installation instructions

If you are looking for something that’s tougher, more responsive and barely visible you can stop searching
now. You’ve just found the perfect solution!

Folding Micro Fibre PU Leather Case for Tablets

Really stylish, incredibly tough and provides ultimate protection
If you like the look and feel of a Filofax, or just like something that has that ‘trustworthy’ look to it, this
stunningly elegant tablet case has your name written all over it.
This isn’t just any old case. It’s an absolute workhorse that will keep your pride and joy looking gleaming and
feels great to the touch.
It’ll keep your high-tech gadget solidly in place, but will still enable you to slip it in and out when you need it –
no hassles!
To get the perfect viewing angle, you simply fold the cover back and slot it into a beautifully designed ‘lip’. It
has a handy little elasticated pen-holder and the cut-outs you need to enable the use of both front and back
cameras.
In short; if you want one a top quality product, at a low, low price, this product is a superb choice.






Tough, durable plastic with PU leather
Sophisticated design and micro fibre interior
Accommodates both front and back cameras
High quality stitching

